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C.Y. CHAN differential equations by using a maximum principle. The results also hold for homogeneous systems. The method used is different from the above-mentloned paper, and we do not require all the off-dlagonal elements of the coefficient matrices to be nonnegative; furthermore, we allow the systems to involve first order derivative terms.
Using a maximum principle for a scalar equation, we give some sufficient conditions for one component of a solution of a nonhomogeneous system to be greater than or equal to the other. In particular, Theorems i and 4 are useful towards the hypotheses concerning the inequalities of the components of the solutions in the two Sturmian results. As an illustration, an example is given. With the use of a maximum principle for a linear system, two Sturmian theorems for nonhomogeneous systems are establ.ished. As an illustration, another example is given. An argument analogous to the above proof of Theorem i gives the following result. If between tWo consecutive zeros of U, u has two zeros, then w (Wl(X), w2(x)) also has. Since w determined by (2.12) and (2.13), or by (2.12) and (2.14) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma i, it follows that w 0 between these points. This in turn implies that u -< 0 between its two zeros, and we have a contradiction since u is nonnegative and satisfies condition (I we have the desired contradiction since u is nonnegative.
